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Abstract

A high-surface-area conductive cellular carbon monolith is highly desired as the optimal electrode for
achieving high energy, power, and lifetime in electrochemical energy storage. 3D graphene can be regarded as
a first-ranking member of cellular carbons with the pore-wall thickness down to mono/few-atomic layers.
Current 3D graphenes, derived from either gelation or pyrolysis routes, still suffer from low surface area,
conductivity, stability, and/or yield, being subjected to methodological inadequacies including patchy
assembly, wet processing, and weak controllability. Herein, a strategy of zinc-assisted solid-state pyrolysis to
produce a superior 3D graphene is established. Zinc unprecedentedly impregnates and delaminates a solid
("nonhollow") char into multiple membranes, which eliminates the morphological impurities ever-present in
the previous pyrolyses using solid-state carbon precursors. Zinc also catalyzes the carbonization and
graphitization, and its in situ thermal extraction and recycling enables the scaled-up production. The created
3D graphene network consists integrally of morphologically and chemically pure graphene membranes. It
possesses unrivaled surface area, outstanding stability, and conductivity both in air and electrolyte, exceeding
preexisting 3D graphenes. The advanced 3D graphene thus equips a porous monolithic electrode with
unparalleled energy density, power density, and lifetime in electric-double-layer capacitive devices.
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A high-surface-area conductive cellular carbon monolith is highly desired as the optimal
electrode for achieving high energy, power, and lifetime in electrochemical energy
storage. 3D graphene can be regarded as a first-ranking member of cellular carbons with
the pore-wall thickness down to mono/few-atomic layers. Current 3D graphenes, derived
from either gelation or pyrolysis routes, still suffer from low surface area, conductivity,
stability, and/or yield, being subjected to methodological inadequacies including patchy
assembly, wet processing, and weak controllability. Herein, a strategy of zinc-assisted
solid-state pyrolysis to produce a superior 3D graphene is established. Zinc
unprecedentedly impregnates and delaminates a solid (“nonhollow”) char into multiple
membranes, which eliminates the morphological impurities ever-present in the previous

pyrolyses using solid-state carbon precursors. Zinc also catalyzes the carbonization and
graphitization, and its in situ thermal extraction and recycling enables the scaled-up
production. The created 3D graphene network consists integrally of morphologically and
chemically pure graphene membranes. It possesses unrivaled surface area, outstanding
stability, and conductivity both in air and electrolyte, exceeding preexisting 3D graphenes.
The advanced 3D graphene thus equips a porous monolithic electrode with unparalleled
energy density, power density, and lifetime in electric-double-layer capacitive devices.

Three characteristics (energy, power, and lifetime) and cost–performance ratio (CPR) are the core for the
wide implementation of an energy system. Electrochemical capacitors present high power yet poor
energy density. High cost per energy unit is the main bottleneck of growing market of supercapacitors.
3D network structure can improve energy and power of electrochemical electrodes (including nonFaradaic or Faradaic ones for supercapacitors/batteries). [1] A cellular carbon monolith is envisaged as a
candidate of the best 3D-network electrodes, owing to the lightweight, conductivity, stability, and
opulence of carbon. However, the present porous carbon monoliths have the limited specific surface area
(SSA). Activated carbon has high SSA, but it is a powder and the micropore-dominated SSA is
electrochemically inaccessible. Powders must be bound into monoliths, yet binders deteriorate energy,
power, and stability of electrodes. A high-SSA conductive stable carbon monolith is highly desired yet
remains challenging for supercapacitors. The ultimate version of porous carbons, when the framework
thins as monoatomiclayer, can in principle achieve large SSA, which is just conceptually 3D
graphene.[2,3]
Graphene is favored in electrode materials for large surface and extraordinary electron mobility
attributive to 2D crystals.[4,5] In practice, the intrinsic graphenic advantages are severely suppressed by
irreversible face-to-face restacking and deficient hand-in-hand interconnection in a macroscopic
aggregate of graphene powders.[6,7] 3D graphene is conceived as a porous monolithic architecture
composed of single/few-layered graphenes, which plays a crucial role to deliver the nanoscaled
advantages of individuals to macroscopic bulks. Theoretical prediction indicated that 3D graphene can
realize unprecedented surface, mechanical, and electronic characteristics.[8] Therefore, 3D graphene is
recognized as an advanced material for vast potentials, e.g., as electrodes, fillers, adsorbents, and
elastomers for electrochemical energy storage, electrocatalysis, thermal management, sorption,
separation, and mechanics.
The fabrication of 3D graphenes has been intensively pursued for the past nine years, yet the reported
products suffer from either unsatisfying quality and/or low throughput.[8,9] In general, three ways were
developed (see more in Table S1 in the Supporting Information). i) With the primary concept of solutionbased assembly, reduced graphene oxide (RGO) platelets were noncovalently built into 3DRGO. It
employed gelation-related technologies including bulky gelation,[10,11] interfacial gelation,[12] freezecasting,[13] and additive-assisted gelation/pore forming.[14] However, the weak joints in bridging RGO
platelets break the continuous transport of electrons and phonons. Plenty of oxygen impurities and
intrinsic defects in RGO degrade the stability.[15,16] The aqueous processing presents a dilemma: the
drying of hydrous products causes agglomeration and cracks while the remedial lyophilization is timeand energy- consuming. The RGO production yet brings forth a huge amount of wastewater. ii) Instead
of patchwork assembling, growing 3D graphenes via pyrolyzing organics devoted better structural
integrity. In a nontemplating growth, the foaming and pyrolysis of sugars yielded a high-throughput 3D
strutted graphene,[17] but its surface area is diminished by solid (“nonhollow”) carbon struts, and it is hard
to control the structural geometry. iii) On the other hand, a templating growth was more predictable.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) generated graphene foams as the positive hollow replica of porous
monolithic templates, e.g., nickel foams.[18] Nevertheless, the throughput is low, being afflicted by the
tedious processing and complex cycling of parent templates. Alternatively, pyrolysis of solid-state/fluidic
carbon sources with powdery templates cast a negative replica identified as 3D carbon–graphene,[19,20]
since heavy solid carbons coexist also as morphological impurities. The wet etching is necessary to

remove the templates in both cases. It injures surface-attached delicate graphenes, increases cost, and
inflicts the aqueous processing problem again. In short, current prototypes of 3D graphenes still cannot
meet the expectation. The large-scale production of a high-quality 3D graphene remains a great
challenge.
Herein we establish a strategy of zinc-assisted solid-state pyrolysis (ZASP) to tackle the challenge. Metal
zinc introduces a tiering process (a new carbon–metal interaction) beyond the normal templating. The
tiering effect guides the delamination of bulky organics or solid chars, which thus removes the intrinsic
problem, i.e., solid morphological impurity formed in pyrolyses employing solid-state/fluidic precursors.
Evaporative zinc additionally spurs the carbonization–graphitization of organics, precludes the
troublesome wet processing, and realizes the in situ easy regeneration of metal agents. ZASP thus enables
a high-quality high-throughput 3D graphene toward ideal porous monolithic electrodes for low-CPR
electrochemical devices.
We compacted the powders of glucose and zinc (typically 1:9) into the glucose–zinc ingot, and then
heated it to straightforwardly produce a monolith of all-membrane well-graphitized 3D graphene (Figure
1a,b). We name the product as Zn-guided 3D graphene (ZNG) for the specific roles played by zinc. The
production has a high throughput, and the product preserves the designed appearance for targeted
applications, e.g., 0.5 g specimen in Figure 1b,c.
ZNG is a 3D continuous network, geometrically consisting of polyhedral cells in intimate arrangement
(Figure 1d; Figure S1a, Supporting Information). Each cell has 5–6 neighbors on a section, tending to
close-packed configuration. In terms of foam geometry, face, edge, and vertex are defined as the meeting
regions of two, three, and four polyhedral cells, respectively. Three faces meet as an edge, and four edges
converge into a vertex. The edge/vertex elements of ZNG are played by a wavy bundle of gauzy
membranes, and the face is served by the extended membrane (Figure 1e–g; Figure S1b,c, Supporting
Information). ZNG does not have any morphological impurity, in contrast with the reported 3D
graphenes/carbons derived from solid-state/fluidic carbon sources which had morphological impurities
such as solid struts, particles, etc.[17,19]
The membranes of ZNG are mono/few-atomic layers with the mean thickness as small as 2.2 nm (Figure
1h). Raman spectrum of ZNG presents a clear 2D peak as compared to 3DRGO (Figure 1i). G peak of
ZNG locates at 1580 cm−1, while G band of 3DRGO is blueshifted by 17 cm−1, because of D peak
activated by abundant defects of RGO. The uniformity of graphene membranes is further examined by
Raman mapping (Figure S1d, Supporting Information). Briefly, the atomic ordering of the membranes
prevails over popular RGO (Figure S1e, Supporting Information) and freely pyrolyzed graphenic
sheets,[17] although they are not as good as CVD or cleavage derived graphenes.
The better in-plane periodicity and graphitization degree of membranes of ZNG are confirmed by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) in Figure S2a,b (Supporting Information). Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS)
analysis in Figure S2c (Supporting Information) reveals the high fraction of sp 2-hybridized carbons (as
high as 98%) and tiny elemental impurities (with only oxygen of 1.0 at%), better than other 3D graphenes
(see Table S2 in the Supporting Information). The result echoes as the little amount of oxygenic groups
in Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) in Figure S2d (Supporting Information).

The structural and crystalline integrity of ZNG brings high stability, conductivity, and robust mechanics.
The onset oxidation temperature of ZNG is 613 C in air (Figure 2a), higher than those of 3DRGO (447
C) and activated carbon (532 C). Resistivity is more sensitive to oxidation. Conductance of ZNG
deteriorates since 530 C (Figure 2b), which is highly elevated as compared with 3DRGO (380 C). Both
results verify the high stability of ZNG. Next, the conductivity of ZNG monolith is determined as 1.6 S
cm−1 at room temperature, higher than 3DRGO (0.22 S cm−1) and compressed strutted graphenes (0.5 S
cm−1) at similar density. It stems from the negligible impurity and well graphitization degree of
membranes, and especially from the 3D continuous network of ZNG. The conductivity of ZNG is
comparatively temperature-invariant (Figure S3a, Supporting Information). On the contrary, the
conductivity of 3DRGO varies strongly and irreversibly following temperature. In addition, ZNG is
elastic and compressible for the 3D microstructure (Figure S3b, Supporting Information). The membrane
structure of ZNG contributes high slenderness (ratio of cell size to membrane thickness), which results
in reversible local bending for generating macroscopic elasticity. ZNG can recover after compression
with a low energy loss coefficient of 34%. In contrast, the intersheet sliding and de-binding in 3DRGO
leads to a high energy loss of 67–87%, and the fragile failure in traditional carbon foams gives poor
reversibility.[3,13]
To verify the availability and regulation of ZASP route, we control the production by adjusting the
dimension of zinc microspheres and the feed ratio of glucose to zinc. The topological structures of ZNG
can be reliably customized by tuning the size of zinc (Figure 2c; Figure S4a–c, Supporting Information).
Larger cells are accordingly yielded if using larger zinc microspheres. With altering the glucose feeding
in 5–20 wt%, SSA of ZNG is documented up to 2020 m2 g−1. The high SSA is contributed mainly by the
external surface and the pores with the width of 2 nm (Figure 2d). All “pores” are rather open as
indicated by the small hysteresis, coinciding with microscopic observation. SSA of all ZNG products are
quite high (2020–1390 m2 g−1), as confirmed by the small membrane thicknesses averaging at 2.0–3.0
nm (Figure 2e,f). The SSA is top-ranked in the porous carbon family (e.g., typically 1000–2000 m2 g−1
for activated carbon), which benefits from the intersupported all-membrane configuration preventing the
restacking. Especially, it is better than other types of 3D graphenes: 3DRGO (1000 m2 g−1),[21–23] strutted
graphenes (1005 m2 g−1),[17] and CVD-derived graphene foams (850 m2 g−1)[18] (see Table S2 in the
Supporting Information).
Three merits further illuminate the feasibility and robustness of ZASP for practical mass production. i)
Zinc microspheres volatilize during the pyrosynthesis and are concurrently regenerated in an exhaust
system, facile for reusing to produce ZNG (Figure S4d–f, Supporting Information). Zinc is the only
nonhazardous volatile metal among the thirteen metals with a boiling point of 1000 C (Na, K, Rb, Cs,
Fr, Bk, Cf, As, Te, Po, Hg, Cd, and Zn). The in situ recycling of zinc reduces the cost and prompts the
scalability. ZNG costs only 1 US dollar g−1 in our lab trial, lower than CVD-derived graphene foams
and 3DRGO (see the note of Table S1 in the Supporting Information). ii) The vaporization of zinc
simplifies the route free from troublesome wet treatment, evidently beneficial to upgrading the quality
of products. Zinc can be completely evaporated, leaving little residue around 0.01 wt%. iii) The solidstate carbon source makes the route exempt from the less efficient gaseous feedstocks, [24] and the zinc
tiering effect proposed hereinafter eliminates the intrinsic obstacle of impurity in pyrolyses of solidstate/fluidic carbon sources. Solid-state precursors further enable the arbitrary shaping, compatible with

established casting or emerging 3D printing. The solid-state synthesis thus represents a breakthrough
toward industrialization production of 3D graphenes.
To explore the growth mechanism, we first examined the influence of zinc on the chemical evolution of
glucose in four stages (Figures S5–S10, Supporting Information). i) Zinc partially reacts with the steam
from glucose to generate ZnO, as revealed by the depression of water signal around 200 C in online TGFTIR in Figure S6d (Supporting Information) and by the ZnO appeared in FTIR in Figure S8a
(Supporting Information). ii) At 150–400 C, zinc and ZnO catalyze the caramelization, as evidenced by
the preceding mass loss of glucose–zinc (see the A-position in Figure 3a and Figure S5c in the
Supporting Information). The catalysis is confirmed by the control glucose–ZnO (Figure 3a) and the
more released furfural from glucose–zinc (Figure S6d, Supporting Information). iii) At 400–1000 C,
zinc species accelerate the carbonization with elimination of heteroatoms, including decomposition of
hydrogenated carbons (see isothermal TG of the model char in Figure S7 in the Supporting Information)
and oxygenated carbons (Figures S5c, S6d, and S10, Supporting Information). The catalysis appears
clearly in the control glucose–ZnO (the B-position in Figure 3a and Figure S5c in the Supporting
Information). The ZnO (it is quantitatively much less than zinc) liberates oxygen via carbothermal
reduction over 750 C (Figures S6d and S8a, Supporting Information). iv) Above 1000 C, the
graphitization is promoted by zinc, as reflected by isothermally annealing another model char in Figure
S9 (Supporting Information). It might be attributed to liquid-carbon interfacial catalytic graphitization[25]
and thickness-dependent graphitization easy for delaminated chars.[26] These evidences unveil a picture
of zinc catalytic fast pyrolysis (CFP) upon glucose (Figure S10, Supporting Information). CFP offers a
barrier-reduced carbonization–graphitization for higher graphitization degree.
More attention is paid to probing the role of zinc in guiding morphological evolution in two stages. i)
Zinc impregnates into char at lower temperature (Figure 3f,g). During the synthesis, glucose-derived char
can adsorb and ensnare zinc vapor, as is evident from the mass gain over 480 C in the control TG of
pure glucose built in zinc vapor (the C-position in Figure 3a and Figure S5c in the Supporting
Information). The process is confirmed by the surface energy test of the model char films (Figure S11,
Supporting Information), where the low-temperature char can be wetted by nanosized zinc droplets. We
consider that low-temperature char carries plenty of heteroatoms and sp 2-layer edges, so zinc would
interact with the disordered carbon and the mesophase char in style of either Lewis acid or base.
Considering the abundance of zinc (mass ratio of zinc to char is 50:1 at 500 C), the char can be fully
impregnated with zinc. Accordingly, a miscible char–zinc intermediate appears in microscopes in Figure
3b and Figure S12 (Supporting Information). ii) Zinc tiers a solid char into several lamellae at higher
temperature (Figure 3h). Along with heating to 800 C, the embedded zinc is gradually extruded from
the char–zinc matrix, which orientates the lamellar texture, as observed in Figure 3c–e. The extrusion is
believed to be driven by the diminishing surface energy of the char with eliminating heteroatoms and
merging edges, as well as the coarsening zinc (govern by Ostwald–Freundlich or Kelvin equation), as
evidenced in Figure S11 (Supporting Information). The lamellar texture might rely on anisotropic sp 2
carbon layers having minimal surface energy. After the complete vaporization of zinc, it turns into a
graphene aerogel (Figure 3i).
The adsorption, segregation, delamination, and extraction of zinc in/out of chars is collectively proposed
as the tiering effect. It loosens and transforms a solid char into several atomically thin graphitic

membranes. The tiering process is robust and efficient, as implicated by high SSA of ZNG. It resembles
the disintegration phenomenon (soaking and cavitation) of coke bricks by zinc in blast furnace. The
tiering effect distinguishes zinc from other metals and oxides. 3D counterparts templated by calcium,
scandium, titanium, vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, and copper are plagued by
morphological impurities and wet postetching, as experimented in Figures S13 (Supporting Information)
and sketched in Figure 3j–m. Glucose gathers in the spaces of edges and vertices in raw workpieces,
which finally becomes thick solid carbons such as struts, shells, pellets, etc.[2,3,17,19] The tiering effect also
does not occur when directly evaporating copper instead of wet etching. Cadmium guides a similar 3D
graphene, stressing the tiering effect of zinc family. Such a unique effect is the key to weed out
morphological impurity for graphene-only structure.
To evaluate the surface, stability, and conductivity of porous ZNG in electrolyte, we studied the ZNG
electrode in a non-Faradaic process. ZNG shows spacious electrochemically accessible surface area, with
an electric double layer (EDL) capacitance of 336 F g−1 at 0.5 A g−1. The capacitance is higher than those
of 3DRGO and other carbons, as learnt from the larger steady-state current in cyclic voltammetry (CV)
in Figure 4a. It results from the high SSA. In addition, the nearly ideal capacitive behaviors are preserved
at high speeds for the 3D network structure (Figures 4b; Figure S14, Supporting Information).
ZNG electrodes present high electrochemical stability. ZNG has a flat slope of 0.2 mS at 0.2–0.8 V in
CV in Figure 4a, much lower than 0.5 mS for 3DRGO, showing the electrochemical inertness. Corrosiveresistant ZNG is further supported by equivalent parallel resistance (EPR) via chronoamperometry. EPR
of ZNG is 21 kΩ. In contrast, EPR of 3DRGO is 17 kΩ and it has pseudocapacitive lump in CV.
Furthermore, numerous galvanostatic cycling of ZNG electrodes demonstrate the high stability against
Faradaic corrosion (Figure 4c). ZNG electrodes work for 267 000 cycles at a raised voltage of 1.4 V, and
the life achieves 1 300 000 cycles at a rated voltage of 1.0 V (using an acceleration factor of 5, see the
Experimental Section, Supporting Information).[27]
ZNG electrodes display small internal resistance (IR), as implied by the steep slopes around 0 or 1 V in
CV in Figure 4a. Galvanostatic discharging measures direct-current (DC) IR. When switching charging
to discharging programs, the action time (in millisecond or microsecond) is neglected by an
electrochemical workstation. We develop a temporally continuous monitoring in the charging–
discharging. A quick-stepping signal generator (Solartron 1280B) supplies the switching, and a hightemporal-resolution monitor (VersaSTAT 4) independently records the terminal voltage. Such data are
gapless in the time axis, as shown in Figure 4d,e. We further develop an accurate DC analysis about the
voltage response of porous electrodes to the current step, to get IR and to factorize IR (Figure S15,
Supporting Information). IR includes the ionic resistance in pores, the equivalent series resistance (ESR,
namely the Ohmic resistance), and the pseudoresistance contributed by the self-discharge. The smaller
IR of ZNG electrodes is dominated by the smaller ESR, as compared to 3DRGO (Figure 4f). DCESR is
0.11 and 0.58 Ω for ZNG and 3DRGO electrodes, respectively (as supported by alternate-current AC
analysis in Figure S16 in the Supporting Information). Consequently, the in-electrolyte resistance of the
solid-state network of ZNG is 5 times lower than that of 3DRGO, in line with their air-ambient
resistivities, as summarized in Figure S15 and Table S3 (Supporting Information). The result verifies
that the high conductance of ZNG keeps up in electrolyte.

With revealing the three splendid properties of ZNG substantially retained in the electrochemical
environment, ZNG behaves like ideal porous electrodes. The intersupported configuration of the all
membrane structure offers the maximally exposed electrochemical surface area. The high chemical
stability ensures the electrochemical longevity. The interconnected channel facilitates the smooth in-pore
ion flow. The 3D continuous graphene network enables the rapid electron transport along the framework.
ZNG is deservedly applied to electrochemical capacitors.[28] ZNG electrodes present the highest specific
capacitance (336 F g−1) among EDL-type capacitors. The capacitances of pure and nearly pure carbon
materials appeared within 250 F g−1 for moderate SSA (1000 m2 g−1),[17,29–33] and was limited within 300
F g−1 for high SSA (2000 m2 g−1).[16,34–36] Our ZNG-based EDL is actually a significant progress
approaching the upper limit. Three-electrode test can generate higher data, which are not used herein.
Ultramicropore might show desolvation-enhanced capacitance with a compromise on lowering
power.[37,38] Some “carbons” were reported with high capacitances owing to involved pseudocapacity.
For instance, 1–6 at% nitrogen doping pulls up the capacitance by 50%,[34,39–42] and 10 at% oxygen doping
adds 40% capacitance (the numbers got via surveying tens of literatures for qualitative reference). The
Faradaic reactive heteroatoms are active yet less stable, like that observed with pseudocapacitive oxides
and polymers.[43] Electrochemical windows is reduced because of heteroatom-catalyzed redox such as
H2/O2 evolutions,[44] which is detrimental to life of supercapacitors. EDL mode can survive much longer
than the pseudocapacitive behavior, so ZNG electrodes demonstrate the longest life (Table S4,
Supporting Information).
The ZNG-based supercapacitors achieve the top-ranked energy density and maximum power density,
11.7 Wh kg−1 and 625 kW kg−1 in H2SO4 system, excelling 3DRGO and other 3D graphenes (Figure 4g–
h; Table S4, Supporting Information). They are further improved in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
tetrafluoroborate (EMIMBF4), being 179 and 1800 kW kg−1, respectively (Figure S18, Supporting
Information). The volumetric energy density is estimated as 60 Wh L−1 under encapsulation pressure. For
10 year term devices, the life-cycle assessment is valuable for accounting the total cost. [45] Lifecycle
stored energy of ZNG-based supercapacitors reaches 15 MWh kg−1, undoubtedly prevailing over other
3D graphenes’ counterparts, pseudocapacitors, and commercial devices (Figure 4i). The regenerationfree ZNG electrodes can reduce the cost per energy unit. It frees CPR from the need for lifecycle
assessment, which boosts ZNG-based supercapacitors toward practical applications.
In summary, the zinc-introduced tiering effect features the ZASP route, creating the all-membrane
structure. It makes ZASP stand out from normal pyrolyses and other synthetic protocols. Zinc is also a
chemical accelerant offering well graphitization, and it is a thermoremovable agent capable of in situ
recyclability. ZASP is robust, reliable, and controllable, and it is a dry-media approach exempt from wet
processing and gaseous feedstock. The bottom-up production can be easily scaled up with the compatible
industrial establishments in powder metallurgy, sintering, and investment casting.
All the advantages deliver a high-throughput ZNG with comprehensively superior chemical purity,
stability, conductivity, and SSA. It fundamentally suffices for architectural design and integration and
opens a path to industrial production. The ZNG foam is further applied as an advanced binder-free porous
monolithic electrode as a sampling of immense potentials. Its supercapacitors supply the high energy
density, power density, lifetime, and life-cycle stored energy, outperforming state-ofthe-art energy

devices. The progress facilitates the widespread implementation of ZNG-based pristine and hybrid
electrodes toward diverse cells/batteries. It has not escaped our notice that the cost-effective ZNG opens
up a wide horizon to push forward the practice of 3D graphenes for electrodes, sorbents, composite fillers,
bioscaffolds, elastomers, and auxetics.
Experimental Section
Growth procedures, characterizations, and tests are presented in the Supporting Information.
Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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Figure 1. Synthetic protocol, structure, morphology, and spectroscopic analyses of ZNG. a) Scheme of ZASP route
undergoing a char–zinc intermediate. b,c) Photos of preshaped glucose–zinc workpiece and corresponding ZNG with a
density of 34 mg cm−3. d) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of ZNG. e–g) SEM, dark-field scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of ZNG cells. Not only
the face but also the edge/vertex consist exclusively of morphologically pure graphene membranes. h) High-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) image of an individual graphene membrane with 1–3 atomic layers. Inset is statistics of membrane
thickness with a Weibull distribution curve. i) Raman spectra of ZNG versus 3DRGO.

Figure 2. Stability, conductivity, SSA, and regulation of ZNG. a) Thermogravimetry (TG) of ZNG and references in air.
b) Resistivity of ZNG versus 3DRGO following temperature in air. c) Statistics of diameters of two zinc microspheres
(means are 1.6 and 2.6 m) and cell sizes of corresponding ZNG (1.3 and 2.0 m) via SEM observation. d) Nitrogen
adsorption–desorption isotherms of ZNG. The inset shows pore size distributions based on quenched solid density
function theory (QSDFT) and Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) method. e) Thickness statistics via TEM observation upon
membranes of ZNG obtained at the marked feeding. f) Regulation of SSA, membrane thickness, and density of ZNG.
The density varies almost linearly correlating with volumetric proportion.

Figure 3. Proposed mechanism of zinc prompted pyrolysis and zinc tiering effect. a) TG of glucose–zinc in nitrogen,
two references (glucose and glucose–ZnO) in nitrogen, and the third reference (glucose) in a flow of nitrogen-carried
zinc vapor. b) SEM and elemental mapping of a cell of char–zinc intermediate taken at 700 C in synthesis. c) TEM
image and sketch of a char–zinc sheet (the face of cells) taken at 700 C. It was more homogeneous at the first glance.
d) Resultant carbon film in situ growing on zinc background obtained by irradiating (c) under an electron beam, which
mimics the segregation between zinc and char. e) EELS mapping for identifying carbon. f) Sectional diagram of glucose
passing 1 face, 2 edges, and 1 vertex among 4 zinc microspheres. g) Zinc impregnates char via dynamic evaporationcondensation in heating. h) Zinc delaminates char into – stacked fragment, accompanying catalytic carbonization
and zinc coarsening. i) Char lamellae become graphene membranes, so that the edge/vertex is a loose bundle of
membranes. I and II denote vertical and tilted double-layered graphenes, respectively. j–l) Pyrolysis of glucose among
nontiering metals, yielding inevitable nonmembrane morphological impurities (III and IV mark the solid graphitic strut
and tetrapod joint. m) Geometry of model of glucose syrup among four metal microspheres that are drawn as
polyhedrons for showing connective regions (6 faces, 4 edges, and 1 vertex).

Figure 4. Electrochemical properties of ZNG and comparison of ZNG-based supercapacitors with state-of-the-art
devices. a) CV of symmetric electrodes of ZNG and references at a scan rate of 100 mV s−1 in 1 m H2SO4. b) Correlation
between capacitance and scan rate. c) Accelerated power cycling of ZNG and 3DRGO electrodes at 1.4 V at room
temperature. Inset is galvanostatic charging–discharging at 5 A g−1. The capacitance undergoes initial increase owing
to pseudocapacitive activation and developing permeation, exponential fading owing to deactivation of pseudocapacity,
and final linear decay owing to corrosion. d) Terminal voltage of ZNG electrodes following time, as measured by the
temporally continuous monitoring in potentiostatic charging and galvanostatic discharging. e) Ratio of the voltage drop
to the discharging current, i.e., apparent resistances converted from (d). The curves are fitted according to Equation
(S12) in the Supporting Information, which are independent of currents. f) IR and its component. IR difference is
dominated by ESR, while in-pore ionic resistances are similar and self-discharge contributes variable residues. g)
Ragone chart of aqueous supercapacitors based on ZNG, 3DRGO, compressed strutted graphene, and others. h)
Tradeoff chart of maximum power density versus energy density. i) Life-cycle stored energy of ZNG-based
supercapacitors.

